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PRESS RELEASE 2           9 February 2016 
 
MORE THAN 60 CREWS ANNOUNCED THEIR APPEARANCE IN KUMROVEC, ENTIRES ARE STILL ARRIVING! 
 
Almost a month prior to the start of the 5. INA Rally Kumrovec 2016, more than 60 competitor crews have entered for the 
event. With the prevailing 40 crews from Croatia, one-third comes from the surrounding countries - Slovenia, Serbia, Hungary, 
Italy and Austria. Among the most attractive ones certainly are triple winners Janos Szilagyi and Botond Csanyi with Peugeot 
207 S2000, and winner of the Rally Kumrovec 2013 Daniel Saskin with Mitsubishi Lancer Evo X, who is still intensively 
searching for a co-driver. 
 
The strongest class 1 consisting of the 4-wheel drive vehicles with mentioned Szilagyi and Saskin has another nine crews that 
will certainly fight for the top standings. Hungarian Sandor Olle has entered with Ford Fiesta S2000, while his compatriots 
Antal Kovacs and Zoltan Lencse entered with Fiestas R5. Always quick Slovenes Darko Peljhan with Lancer EVO X and 
Bostjan Logar with Subaru Impreza N14 also entered the event. 
 
Interesting battles are expected in the so-called small classes. Viliam Prodan and Zdravko Drazenovic are coming to warm up 
for the Mitropa Rally Cup which starts on 18 and 19 March in Austria. With their top prepared Peugeot 208 R2 they will 
compete for the first time in Kumrovec since 2012 and try to overcome the crest which is among the rally drivers popularly 
called "Prodan's jump". The main competitors for the top will be Hungarians Sabolcs Borbas and Gergely Harmos in a Citroen 
DS3 R3T and two other Croatian crews with Mitropa experience Tomas Hrvatin and Marko Stiperski in Renault Clio RS and 
Ivica Siladić and Jasna Durak in Skoda Fabia R2. 
 
For the first time in Kumrovec appearance of crews from Italy is expected. Acco Lino with co-driver Serena Annapaolo 
announced arrival with Renault Clio Maxi who, despite the older date of production is still very competitive on tarmac special 
stages. Angelo Martinis and Silvia Mosena with Citroen Saxo VTS, as well as Stefano Tavano and Dario Andrian with Honda 
Civic Vti are also on the entry list. 
 
On Kumrovec special stages motorsport fans will be able to see vintage Ford Escort MK1 of Kresimir Ravenscak in one 
asphalt rally after four years of break. Among the entrants there can be found several interesting historical vehicles such as 
Fiat 126 od Marko Oto Juricev Martincev, Zastava 850 of Andrej Mrak or Lada 2107 of Gabor Wojtek. 
 
There will be no lack of octane excitements on 5. INA Rally Kumrovec 2016. The prologue in the parking lot of Terme Tuhelj 
will be held on Friday 4. March, and the rally will continue with special stages in Kumrovec on Saturday. Entry procedure for  
participation is open until Friday 26 February. 

 
Video announcement: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8U9Mv5kzvQ 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8U9Mv5kzvQ

